Abstract. Let Xx, X2,
Introduction. Let Xx, X2,.. . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables with characteristic function g(t) given by g(t) = exp{ -|f(l + iß(t/\t\)w(t, a))}, 0 < a < 2, Write S" = 2"_ XX¡. Denote by (Sx ") and (S2jl) two independent copies of the sequence (Sn) and by (Tn) and (Un) the sequences {n~x/a(SXn -an)} and {«_1/"(52>n -an)}, respectively, where a" is zero if a ¥= 1 and is (2^8« log «)/tt if a = 1. Throughout the paper let 9" stand for (log log «)-1.
When ß = 0 Chover [2] has established that P(lim sup^Jr/» = ex/a) = 1 and that almost every point in [1, ex/a] is a limit point of \Tn\9: Chover raises the question whether for this sequence points in [0, 1) are also limit points. Using a result of Chung and Fuchs [3] he notes that when a > 1, zero is a limit point. The results obtained below include a complete answer to Chover's question. To be precise we show that the set of all the limit points of \Tnf" coincides with the following intervals in the various cases: [e~1/('-«)) ex<«\ if a < 1, |j3| < 1; [1, <?'/«] if a < 1 and ß -±1 and [0, ex/a] if 1 < a < 2. Independently of us J. L. Mijnheer [7] has also obtained the limit sets in the cases a < 1, ß = ± 1 and 1 < a < 2; in the case a < 1, | ß\ < 1 he states that he does not know whether [e~I/(1_o), el/a] are all the limit points.
The object of this paper is to obtain the set K of all the limit points of the sequence £" = (| Tn\\ \ Unf"} for all values of a and ß. This is presented in §4. The description of the set K is achieved from Lemmas 3 to 9 of §3. In §2, some planar sets and some special integer sequences are defined.
2. Notations and definitions. Define the following sets in the two dimensional plane: Throughout the paper i.o. will stand for infinitely often: [u] will stand for the largest integer < »; and nr (= nr(a, b); a,b > 0) and mr, respectively, will stand for the integer sequences [exp r(a+*)_l] and [exp r]. Also R, C (> 0) will denote absolute constants (R an integer), not necessarily the same at each occurrence. We say that (x,y) is a limit point of (£") if for every 5 > 0, P(£" E Ns i.o.) = 1 where Ns = (x -8, x + 8) X (y -8,y + 8).
3. Lemma 1. Let (Dn) be a sequence of events in a probability space. If (1) (0 2P(Dn) = oo n = l and^U^U iP^n Ds) (2) (ii) lim inf , < C, (2^,P(Df))2 then P(Dr i.o.) > C~l.
For proof see [8, p. 317] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2. Let Sx, S2,..., S" be successive sums of independent random variables and let ax, a2, . . . , a" be a sequence of real constants. Further, let b ( > 0) and a be constants such that sup P(\(S" -an) -(Sj -0j)\ >b) = a<l; Below in Lemmas 3 to 9, we assume that a ¥= 1. When a = I, nonzero subtracting constants an's are present. The lemmas are again true, but the proofs require slightly modified arguments and are omitted. for at least one n in nr < « < «r+1),
Cr -(KÄJ > Ç (log nrf^\ \n)ixU^\ > "Ç (log nrf+^.
Observe that
for all r > R and
for ail r > R and for ail « in nr < « < nr+x. Similar to (iii) one may obtain for all r > R and for all « in «r < « < nr+ " Ov) P^U^-n^Un\>Í^ (log nrf+^ <±.
Now from (iii), (iv) and Lemma 2, P(Br) < 4P(Cr) for all r > R, and hence, 2?L iP(Br) < oo. An appeal to the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof.
Lemma 4. For every e > 0, P(\T"f~ > e(1+£)/a i.o.) = 0.
Proof. The proof is exactly similar to Lemma 3 by considering the events (\Tn\ > (log «)('+')/«), (sup^^Jn^Tj > m;/«(log mr)<1+<>/«) and Proof. Define
for at least one n in nr < « < nr+ x ) and C, = (|7;j< 2(log«r)-(a+t), |i/nr+J< 2(log«r)-(i+e)).
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As in Lemma 3 we see that for all r > R and for all « in nr < « < nr+1, P(\nli°T^ -nx/"Tn\> «,'/<, (log «r)"(a+e) 
2) (viii) P(\T^\9" < e~", \U"\9"' < e-{b+c)i.o.) = 0.
Proof. A direct application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma yields (i) through (viii) . Lemmas 3 and 7 above help us identify the points which are not limit points of (£"), while Lemma 8 identifies the points which are not the limit points of the subsequence (£") for specific values of a, b of interest. Lemma 9 below helps identify the points which are the limit points of (t-_). This identification is done by showing that with positive probability the sequence (£" ) lies i.o. in every neighbourhood of a point specified by a and b and by appealing to the Hewitt-Savage zero-one law.
Lemma 9. Repeating the steps for (U") we can write P(Dr n D,) < cP(Dr)P(Ds) for r > R. Hence (1) and (2) Easy calculations lead to (1 -nr/ns)~x¡a < crq/fa(s -r)~X//a. Thus (3) ox < Const + c 2 r(a/«-(a+2i)Aa+«) 2 *-»/«< c(log «).
*-i
When s > [r + ra] it is trivial to see that nr/ns < e~l + 8 < 1 for some 6 > 0. Consequently for all r > R, P(Dr n /),) < cP(Dr)P(Ds). Since 2 2 P(Dr n Ds) < R 2 P(DS) < c(log«), (6) A2 < c log n + c 2 r2(«-'-a)/a 2 *"2/a< c(log «).
For s > <p, by arguments similar to the ones given in Case 1 we get (7) A3< c(log«)2.
From (5), (6) and (7) we conclude that a c exists such that (2) holds and, consequently, P(Dr i.o.) > 0. The proof is now completed.
4. Theorem. The set K of all the limit points of the sequence (£") is given by K = Kx if0<a< landß= ±1, 5 U Kj if0<a< 1, \ß\< lorl < a < 2. . ■/-> Proof. When 0 < a < 1 and | ß| = 1, Lemmas 3 and 5 establish that the limit points of (£") must be in K (= kx) only; (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) establish that every point in K is a limit point.
That no point outside K is a limit point of (£") follows from Lemmas 3,4, 6 and 7 in the case 0 < a < 1, | ¿8| < 1 and from Lemmas 3, 4 and 6 in the case 1 < a < 2. In both cases, that every point in K} is a limit point of (£") follows from CM), 0-2) and (/. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 0 < min{«üra, (uv)x/ix'a)} < xp+x < 1, or 0 < a < 1 and max{e_1, uvr") < x~+x < 1, or 1 < a < 2, q = 0 and 0 < xp+x < 1, or l < a <2,q > l,0< xp+x < 1 and min(r, xp+x) > ux/(q+x~a), or 1 < a < 2 and max{e_1, MS_{?_a)} < x~^x < 1.
Remark 2. When the summands are standard normal variables, minor modifications of our steps establish that every point in the unit square [0, l]2 is a limit point of (£"). That no point outside this square is a limit point of (£") is a consequence of the classical law of the iterated logarithm [5] . When £" has p (> 3) components, the set K (2) of the limit points can, on similar lines, be proved to be [0, \f -[0, e~x'(-p~2)f. Thus forp > 3, the limit set is not the cube. For a different sequence (£"), LePage [6] has obtained the limit set to be the unit ball in space of /^-dimensions.
Remark 3. One may consider component sequences (sign rn)|r"|*« and arrive at all the limit points following closely our steps for the multidimensional situation. In case a > 1 and ß = ± 1 use will have to be made of the fact that the appropriate tail of the distribution tends to zero exponentially fast.
